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Dear WG members,

Danish Standards Association greet you welcome to a working week in
Copenhagen.

The meetings are going to be held in our premises,

DANSK STANDARD

Kollegievej 6

2920 Charlottenlund

Denmark

Hotels

The venue is no more than 30 minutes away from downtown Copenhagen
by taxi, while it requires a bit more time if you choose metro/bus and
walking.

Dansk Standard has special rates with a number of hotels, three of which
are in our neighborhood (cphhotel_1.pdf) and the remaining hotels being in
the centre of Copenhagen. The ‘Copenhagen’ trailing letters K and S in the
addresses indicates hotels slightly more distant from the metro line than the
letter V.

However, no hotels are in a convenient walking distance from the venue
place.

Please make use of the list of hotels  (downtown as well as local) with
which we have special rates, and all of them can be recommended.
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Remember to book hotel rooms well in advance of the meeting; preferably
no later than late September if you want to make sure to have a decent bed
for the nights or even for an additional weekend.

In and around Copenhagen

In order to find detailed information in English about finding your way to
DANSK STANDARD you should consult

 www.ds.dk/public/om-ds/vejviser/side7eng.htm

Explanation on public transportation in Copenhagen can be found at

www.ht.dk/turist

Tourist information can be found with a search engine asking for ‘tourist
and copenhagen’ or take this link:

copenhagen.now.dk/english/kbh/turist/oversigt.html

Weather

Please bring warm clothes as we can anticipate low temperatures at about
7 C and occasionally frost at night.

Meeting information

The meeting agenda will be provided in a separate document.

Contact persons

Your primary contact person is

Isak Korn  isak@image.dk

Please remember to send all mail with

 cc to Keld Drube kd@ds.dk

Yours sincerely

Keld Drube
ICT Consultant
Danish Standards Association


